ABSTRACT. A complexity class Rt is the class of all recursive functions whose computation "cost" is bounded by the function t. Rt is recursively presentable if there is a recursive set containing at least one index for each function in Rt and no index for functions not in Rt . It is proved that complexity classes of abstract measures of complexity need not be recursively presentable (r.p.). However, the complement of each class is shown to be r.p. The results are extended to complexity classes determined by partial functions, and the properties of these classes are investigated. Properties of effective presentations of complexity classes are also studied. For each measure, another measure with the same complexity classes is constructed such that almost every class admits an effective presentation of efficient devices. Finally, the family of complexity classes is shown not to be closed under intersection.
Introduction
The study of abstract complexity measures began (Blum [1] ) with general answers, unfortunately largely negative, to questions which had arisen in the study of specific models of computation. Although occasionally too inclusive, the appealing generality of the axiomatic approach has created a field significant in its own right.
One of the most investigated aspects of abstract complexity theory involves classes of functions which may be computed within a given bound on complexity. These complexity classes were initially studied by Hartmanis and Stearns [5] for the number of steps taken by a specific Turing machine model. Often the investigations of complexity classes have centered on their order structure under set-theoretic inclusion [1, 2, 7] . An exception is a result of Borodin [2] generalizing Hartmanis and be recursively enumerable (r.e.), they are, with respect to several definitions, no more complicated than complements of r.e. sets.
Borodin's method for presenting (enumerating indices for) a class of functions, when this is possible, does not enumerate algorithms which are within the desired complexity bound. In Section 3, we show that this must be the case, and further investigate the "quality" of presentations of classes.
A surprising result is that all measures require only slight modifications to permit "good" presentations. That is, for any measure of complexity, there exists another measure having the same complexity classes, such that for all "sufficiently large g" there is an enumeration of the functions computable within complexity g such that all algorithms enumerated (in the new measure) operate within complexity g.
Finally, we show that there are measures for which the family of complexity classes is not closed under intersection.
Basic Definition, s and Notations
and • are respectively the class of recursive (rec.) and partial rccursive (pt.r.) functions. N is the set of natural numbers. S ~: is the complement of S _C_ N. kx, y [(x, y}] is an effective pairing--a recursive, one-one map from N X N onto N.
Siinilarly, (--, -.., --) with n arguments is an encoding of n-tuples and ~-i ~ is the ith member of all encoded n-tuple, for example (Trla(x), ~r2a (x), 7raa (x)) = x.
Let a, [3 ~ ~. '%)om (a)" and "fftng (a)" denote respectively the domain and range of a. ol('~) .~ (read "o~(~) defined") if ~~ ~ ~om (c~), otherwise el(n) T (read "o~(r~) undefined"). For ~ ~ N, el(n) < /3(~) if either n C Dora (a) n ~)om ([3) and a(n) is less than/3(n) in the usual sense or *~ C ~om (a) -~om (/3). Similarly (*~) =/3 (n) if either ~ ~ ~Doln (o~) n 3)ore (/3) and o~ (,t) =/3 (n) or ~ ~ ~om (o~) [2 ~om (/3). These relations extend to equality (inequality) of functions in the usual way:el = fl (or a < /3) if for all n, a(n) = /3(n) (respectively a(n) < fl(n)). Wi is the ith r.e. set, i.e. Wi = ~om (~i), where l~i} is a G6del numbering [12] of (P.
Let P be a unary relation on N. P is true almost everywhere (a.e.) if (3m) (Vn > m)[P(n)l. P is true i~finitely often (i.o) if (Ym) (~n > m)[P(n)]. Let Q be a property of recursive functions. We say "Q (f) for sufficiently large f"
Definition. A measure of computational complexity is a pair (~, ,1~), where = {~p~J is a GOdel numbering of the partial precursive functions (Rogers [12] ) and ¢ = t,l~J satisfes Blum's axioms [1] :
(ii) The predicate "(Pi(n) = m" is recursive (decidable). ~,. is called a complexity function (of ~) .
Fact (Blum [1] ). For any measure (~, ~P) there is a function /3 (or ~3 ~) ~ ~t such that, for all i, ~e(~) = 4~. Well-known examples of moasures of computational complexity are the number of steps taken by a multitape Turing machine before halting and the number of squares containing nonblank symbols or visited by the read-write head during a computation by a machine, provided the latter is considered undefined if the machine loops on a bounded tape segment. These measures are known, respectively, as the "standard time measure" and the "standard tape-length measure." Let (~, ~) be the standard tape measure. Since tape is required to represent the input, ~ (n) > n for all i and n. Some properties of the standard measures may be abstracted to general measures, for example the ability to simulate two computations in parallel.
Definition. (¢, ~) has the parallel computation property if there is a recursive function h (x, y) such that for a]l i and j, Ch(~.i) satisfies:
f~,(n) if ~,(n) < ~(n), ~n(i.~) (n) = [~(n) otherwise, and ~h(~.i) (n) = min (¢y(n), ~/(n)).
Definition. For t E (B, let
Rt a is the (~o, ,I,)-computational complexity class of t.
Definition. For r E (P, let
P,¢ is the partial (~, ~)-complexity class of r. Definition. B c Nis apresentationofO ~ &ife = {~iliE B}. 0 ~ ~is recursively presentable (r.p.) if it has a recursive presentation. C C (p is recursively enumerable (r.e.) if it has an r.e. presentation.
If ~ has an r.e. presentation B, then a recursive set B' which is also a presentation of e may be effectively obtained. This is possible since all GSdel numberings are "isomorphic" (Rogers [12] ) and hence permit "padding" (for any i and x, a j > x such that ~ = ~i may be effectively found). Since B' displays all interesting properties of B, at least for the purposes of this paper, the notion of recursive presentability is identified with either recursive or r.e. presentations.
Complexity classes provide an easy method to abstract further properties which are known to hold for the standard measures, for example:
Definition. (~o, ~) is proper if every total ~ is in R¢¢~. (~o, ~) is effectively proper if it is proper and there is a recursive h such that for ~o~ total, ~h(1) = ~i and 'I~h(~) < ,I~ a.e.
Definition. {g~} is a measured set if: (1) g~ (x) is a pt.r. function in i and x. (2) "g~(x) = y" is uniformly decidable in i, x, and y. {g~} is class determining for (~, ~) if, further, (3) (VfE ~)( g,)Rg, Rff. In [7] it is shown that: Fact. For any measure (~, ,I~), there is a class determining {g~}.
Recursive Properties of Complexity Classes
Properties of (r.e.) classes (of sets) have been extensively studied (Rice [9, 10] , Dekker and Myhill [4] ). Various authors have investigated the recursive properties of complexity classes (Young [13] , Harmanis and Stearns [5] , Borodin [2] ). In particular, for any (,p, ,I,) and t, Rt ~ has been shown r.p. if it contains all almost everywhere zero functions or all finite invariants of one of its members. We display a measure containing a non-r.p, complexity class, indicating that some restriction is necessary to insure the recursive presentability of complexity classes. This result was independently obtained by Lewis [6] . This measure is proper and has the parallel computation property, both of which have been suggested as candidates for axioms. Consequently, the recursive presentability of complexity classes is independent of both these properties. (The standard tape measure, where inputs are always scanned, has r.p. complexity classes, has the parallel computation property, and is proper. ) Since it is desirable for classes to be r.p., the determination of suitable axioms which imply this is an important problem. The remainder of this section is devoted to proving that the "recursive complexity" of classes is at most II1 (complement of r.e.) and to a discussion of partial classes.
Definition. S C N is immune if S is infinite and contains no infinite r.e. subset. The existence of immune sets was first shown by Post [8] . Let @, ~) be the standard tape measure for Turing machines. This measure is effectively proper and has the parallel computation property. Furthermore, given any ~i we may effectively find a ¢: such that ¢i = ~: and ~.(n) = max (hi(n), 5). Let S be any r.e. set, say the domain of ~.
We define a new measure @, 4) which satisfies (1)-(4). An increasing recursive function g enumerating certain classes of functions is required.
I! if n= (i'O)'
Also let i0 be an index of the identically zero function. Now define
We now show that @, 4) satisfies (1)- (4). (1 Clearly this h is as required for ~ to be effectively proper. (2) • has the parallel computation capability, say via k. Define, by cases, k(i, j) such that @, 4) has this capability, as follows:
We leave to the reader the verification that this definition works in all cases. (3) and (4) These follow directly from the fact that
Notice that it is not necessary in the above construction to begin with the tape measure. Furthermore, any properties which hold for sufficiently large functions (such as density) are true in @, 4} iff they are true in @, ~). COROLLARY 1. There is no effective procedure for deciding whether an arbitrary complexity class is r.p.
PROPOSITION 1. There exists a measure @, cb} such that every class Rg* is r.p., but such that there is no effective way of obtaining a presentation given an index for g.
PROOF. Let @, ~) be any measure all of whose classes are r.p., and such that, for all i and n, (I'i (n) > 1 and for some j, ~j ~-1. Define f recursive by PROOF. Let Bi (i = 0, 1, 2, ... ) be a recursive, denumerable set of indices for ~ such that i # j implies B~ f3 Bj = ~3~ and U~B~ is recursive.
We will subsequently show how to effectively enumerate a set E such that Bi -E # ~Z~ iff ~ < g a.e. and ¢i is total. Clearly this implies [.J~B~ -E is a presentation of R~ ¢. Since UiB~ is recursive and E is r.e., (
, implying ~i is both total and bounded by g a.e. On the other hand, assume ~ is total and ~i _< g a.e. The second of these conditions implies x > u ~ 4~(x) _< g(x) for some u; and the first implies v = max {,I~i(x)tx _< u} exists. Then,
. There is an f ~ ~ such that, if q~: is total, (W:(~))c is a presentation of R~ .
THEOREM 3. For any measure @, 4) and complexity class R~*, (P -R~ ¢ is r.p. PROOF. ~ --Rg* is presented by presenting ~ -6t along with l~el}, where {ei} is an r.e. set with the following property: ~i total implies there is an ei, ~ej = ~ iff ~i ~ R, ¢. ~p~ (x) is defined as follows.
(
Now if ~i ( Rg* claim that ~ is not total. Let ~j = ~i such that there is an l satisfying: x > /implies ~(x) < g(x). Then ~p~(max (~j(0),-.., ~j(l), j,l)) is undefined so ~i does not appear among {~j}.
Conversely if ~o~ is total and ~p~ ~ Rg*, then one of (a) or (b) holds for every ?k, x so ~pi = ~e~. To prove this, assume there are/~, 2 such that neither (a) nor (b) holds. Then
. There is an f ~ 6l such that ¢i total ~ WH) is a presentation of -R~ .
Of course 6ti -R~ ® is never r.p. To show this, pick t' > t so that R~, ~ R~* and R~, is r.p. Then 6t would be presented by the union of presentations for R~ ¢, and (~ -R~*), and a recursive presentation of this later class would imply a recursive presentation of 6t. On the other hand, if R is any r.p. class of total functions, 6' -R may be presented by a construction similar to that above.
It is possible to extend most of the above results to partial (,lasses P~. The techniques developed here have proved fruitful and are also used in Section 3. First we illustrate a technique making explicit use of when functions are undefined, in a simple extension of a result of Borodin [2] . 
Quality of Presentations
Given that a complexity class is r.p., one may then ask questions regarding the complexity of the devices enumerated. For example, if R~* is r.p., is there a presentation e0, el, • • • of it such that for all j, 'I'ej ~ g a.e.? We believe that such questions, first raised by Young [13] for enumeration methods, pertaining to the quality of presentations are more important than those concerning the existence of presentations, which in any case are only relevant to classes at the lower end of the hierarchy for somewhat artificial measures. The following results provide a rather complete characterization of measures with respect to the complexity of enumerations of their classes.
Definition. R~ ¢ is h-presentable if it has an r.e. presentation S satisfying i ~ S 'I,i _< h a.e. Such a presentation is said to be h-bounded.
Perhaps the ideal result would be a theorem stating that every Ru* has a g-bounded presentation. Unfortunately this is not the case, although a weaker version does hold. The following theorem was first proved in [15] . A(i,j,u,x) )}.
THEOREM 5. For any (~, ~), there is a recursive h such that for su~cie~tly lawe g (x), Rg ~ is ~x[h (g (x), x )]-presentable.
First observe that h is recursive. This is true because: ~f(~.j.~)(x) figures in the computation of h (y, x) only if either ~i (x) < y (so ~i (x) ~ and hence ~f,,j.u) (x) JL ) or ~A in which case ~/,,j,,) (x) is 0 (so ~fc~.i.,i (x) JL ). Now if ~j is total, C]<i.i.~) (x) _< h (~i (x), x) almost everywhere because ~f(i.i.,) (x) is included in the definition of h (~i (x), x) for x > max (i, j, u). I
The proof can be generalized to yield:
COROLLARY 4. For any (~, ~b), there is a recursive h such that for suffwiently large pt.r. 7"(x), P~¢ is kx[h(r(x), x)]-presentable (with the obvious generalization of "presentable" to partial recursive functions).
The next theorem shows that Theorem 5 cannot be strengthened to provide a g-bounded presentation for sufficiently large Ra ¢. The proof provides an interesting application of the method used to prove Theorem 1.
THEOREM 6. There is a measure (~*, ~*) such that for some arbitrarily large g, R~" is not g-presentable.
PROOF. Let (~, ~) be a measure. Let {g~} be a class determining set for (~, ~). For g~ total, ~, ~ R~" iff ~(k) T • If g~ is large enough so that Ra~" contains all almost everywhere zero functions, then R~* has an r.e. presentation S. But S cannot be g~-bounded because it would then have to contain {ek~l~(k)T} since no other definition of such a ~ can have a measure less than or equal to g~ a.e. Hence S r.e. would imply Ik I q~(k) ~" } r.e.
The proof is completed by observing that {g~} contains arbitrarily large total functions and that ~ (0) = ~,~ (0) if and only if i = j, k = l, and g~ (0) But then {~} is a subset of this class, so that functions will be included which ,I)* are not in Ro,. I On the other hand there is no hope that the previous construction can be extended to obtain a measure containing no g such that Rg + is g-presentable. The following proof was suggested independently by Albert Meyer and the referees. It requires the use of Borodin's weak gap theorem [2] , which gives for each recursive h a recursive g such that Ro ~ = R~C,g. THEOREM 7. For any measure @, ap}, there are arbitrarily large functions g such that Ro ® is g-presentable.
PROOF. For any measure @, ap), let h be the function given by Theorem 5 corresponding to @, ~). Then for any sufficiently large g C ~, Rg + is hog-presentable. In particular, pick arbitrarily large g as given by the weak gap theorem. Then Ro ¢ R + , = hog so that R~o~ is hog-presentable. [ After the above it is natural to ask if the construction nmy be revised to find for any @, ~}, arbitrarily large g such that Rg + is not g-presentable. A straightforward proof shows that a strong result to the contrary holds for the standard tape measure, presuming that the input is always read. The proof is essentially that of McCreight and Meyer [7, proof of Th. 3.8].
PROPOSITION 3. If @, ~} is the standard tape measure, then for all g C 6~, R, ¢ is g-presentable.
PROOF. Recall the standard tape measure is such that ,I~(x) _> x for all i and x. Let g C (R and assume g (x) > x. We simply describe a Turing machine algorithm for computing ~h(~.~) such that, as is usual in these arguments, the double enumeration of {h(i, u)} is a g-bounded presentation of Rg ¢.
Evaluatio~ of ~h(i,,) (x) :
(1) In a finite control, determine if ~i (x') < max (u, g (x')) for x' ~ u. If this fails output 0 and halt.
(2) If x < u, output ~i(x) and halt, otherwise let the "available space" be the length of the input x.
(3) For each x', u < x' < x: If it is possible to compute g(x') within the available space, try to compute ~i (S) within g (S) squares and if this fails halt with output 0.
(4) Compute ~ (x) until either: (4.1) the computation halts, then output ~ (x) and halt; or (4.2) more than the available space is required, then go to (5); or (4.3) an infinite loop using only the available space is detected, then halt with output 0. (5) Compute g (x) until either: (5.1) the computation halts, then halt with 0 output; or (5.2) more than the available space is required, then increase the available space by one square and return to (4).
The reader can easily verify that this procedure takes fewer than g (x) squares almost everywhere, and that if ~i (x) takes fewer than g (x) squares for all x > u, then ~h(i.~) = ¢,i. (If ~i(x) takes more than g(x) squares for some x > u, then eventually (3) results in ~hci.u) being almost everywhere zero.) I But a far stronger result is possible, holding that every measure may be slightly modified, so that the above result holds. The proof of Theorem 8 involves a rather intricate consideration of a method for enumerating partial classes (complexity classes of partial recursive functions) since it is not possible to effectively identify the total functions. In what follows, i,j, u, and x are taken to be any fixed values, and "A" and "B" are often written with the arguments "(i, j, u, x)" understood.
As before, note that in computing #I.
.~.,,) (x), if no answer is received for A & B,
then it must be the ease that #i(x) and ~oj(x) are both undefined so ~oi(i.j.,,)(x) ~". Define f' similarly,
where b is as in Proposition 2. Observe that ~P!'(cJ,,,) (x) is undefined only in case both ~i (x) and ~oj (x) are undefined, since then no answer is received. At last we are able to define a new measure (4, 4,):
Claim. (~, 4,) is a measure. First the enumeration {~k} is clearly a G6del numbering since ~ = ~<~,~(i),0) (,.I,~ = ~o~(,) ) and f provide the required mappings [12] .
The close similarity between the definitions of f and f' make it obvious that ~ (x) if and only if &~ (x) .~. Case (ii) in the definition of f' only can occur if -1B so that max (u, ~¢ (x), ~o~ (x) ) exists. The reader may easily verify that the following algorithm decides whether "~<<~.~) (x) = y" is true ("T") or false ("F"). As a special case of the above theorem, we have the desired result for total complexity classes.
COROLLARY 6. For any measure (~. c~) there is a measure (~, 4) such that, for all sufficiently large g ~ 6~, R~ ~ is g-presentable.
The proof of Theo.rem 8 also yields: 
Closure Properties of Complexity Classes
Complexity classes are not closed under complementation. Indeed, ~ -Rt a can never be a class. It is also easy to show, for every measure, that classes are not closed under finite unions [5, 7] . Furthermore, it may easily be shown that: However, the next theorem proves that closure under finite intersection is not a measure theoretic property (not valid for all measures). The statement of the theorem for arbitrarily large functions is due to a suggestion from Allan Borodin.
There is a measure (~, ~P} such that for arbitrarily large f, g E R, Rff N Rg* is not a complexity class.
PROOF. Let @, ~} be any measure. Let {t} be a class determining set for @, ~} and choose an increasing recursive h satisfying: For each t C {t}, there is a recursive h~ --t for which,I,~ < hta.e, and, forallk, ~k = ~implies'I'k > ta.e.
Such an h is given by the compression theorem [1] and satisfies Rt* ~ Rht* and Rt* R~t for all t C {t}. Now for any reeursive g there is a t > g, t C {t}. We prove that R~e(h,)~ N RFo(h,)
is not a complexity class of (~, 6).
Let ~i E R~t R ¢ -t satisfy ,I~ < ht a.e. and, for all k, 9k = 9~ implies (I~k > t a.e. 
Conclusion
One of the major problems facing workers in axiomatic complexity theory is to determine if there are axioms which, together with Blum's axioms, restrict the class of measures to the standard examples (time, tape, reversals, etc.). At the present time it is not clear whether such an axiomatization exists or whether to the contrary any finite axiom system for measures will admit "intuitively nonstandard" measures.
Of the properties considered in this paper, all except g-presentability of classes hold for suitable modifications of the standard measures (i.e. strong properness, closure under intersection, parallel computation, recursive enumerability of complexity classes). The situation with respect to g-presentability is not yet clear. We do not know whether the proof for the tape measure (Proposition 3) can be modified to work for all standard measures.
None of the above properties is measure theoretic (true of all measures). Those axioms which are eventually accepted should probably imply these properties (except possibly g-presentability) as well as some important deep characteristics of the standard measures.
